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Nicole Briand
This is my plan. Please read it and forward it to all the board members.

My plan is to go pick up a car with my trailer. Bring it back to my house. Pull into my large driveway with car still on the
trailer. Put my truck in park. Open my truck door and get out. The I will proceed to walk up to my loader. A loader is a
4wd machine with a bucket and a forklift attachment. Turn the key in the loader. Thats how a loader is started. Once I
turn the key then the loader starts up. I will drive the loader to the car and use the forks to pick up the car through the
open windows. I will bring the car down the access road to the car overflow lot and set it down. I will put absorbent mat
under the car and ontop of the mat will be a large drip try to catch any possible fluid drips..
This process will be repeated about 10 times. I WILL BE AT THE OVERFLOW LOT EVERY DAY TO CHECK ON POSSIBLE
LEAKS!
PLAN ON HOW TO GET A CAR TO THE SHOP:
I will once again get into the loader turning the key to start. Which will start the loader allowing it to drive. I will drive it
down the access road to pick up a car with the forks safely through the open windows. I will carry the car back up to the
front of the property and put it in my shop. MY SHOP HAS A CONCRETE FLOOR AND A FIRE EXTINQUISHER. There i will
remove the battery, the catylitic converter, and aluminum rims if it has them.
To remove a battery: i will use a wrench possibly a 10 mm or a 12 mm size to losses up the connections positive and
negative. A wrench is a tool that is commonly used to losses nuts and bolts.
To remove a catylitic converter: i will use a Sawzall to cut it off. A Sawzall is a multi use power tool commonly used for
cutting.
To remove the aluminum rims if the vehicle has them: i will first jack up the car with somthing called a floor jack which is
commonly used for lifting cars off the ground. i will use a ratchet to loosen lug nuts. A ratchet is a tool commonly used to
loosen nuts and bolts. A lug nut is a nut that holds the rim on the car. After the rim is removed from the car I will use a
pry bar to remove the tire from the rim. A pry bar is used to pry on things.
STORAGE OF CATYLITIC CONVERTERS: will be stored in a large 8 ft by 8ft water proof steal box with locking doors. A box
is somthing used to contain things. once I have 10 catylitic converters saved up I will contact a mobile auto recycling
company to come to my shop and pick them up.
STORAGE OF BATTERIES: batteries will be stored in my shop and the batteries will sit in a plastic bin to prevent possible
battery acid from getting on the floor. A batter is used to start cars. Once I have 10 batteries saved up I will contact a
mobile recycling company to come pick them up
STORAGE OF ALUMINUM RIMS: aluminum rims will be stored in an 8ft by 8ft waterproof box with locking front doors.
Once I have 10 rims saved up I will contact a mobile recycling company to come pick them up.
THESE ARE THE ONLY THINGS THAT WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE CAR!!
FINISHING PROCESS
after those materials have been removed I will once again get in my loader and turn the key to the on position thus
starting up the loader. I will pick the car up safely through the open windows and set the car gently back on the trailer. I
will then park the loader and turn the key to the off position thus shutting the loader off. I will climb safely out of the
loader and approach the car that I set on the trailer and properly chain and secure it to said trailer. Then I will proceed in
getting into my truck and I will start the truck and drive to an auto recycling facility and drop the car off to them.
IN THE EVENT OF AN UNLIKELY BUT POSSIBLE FLUID SPILL:
I will immediately put a drip pan under the vehicle to stop anymore fluid from leaking. Whats on the ground i will
immediately cover up with fluid absorbent mats and I will call environmental protection agency in auburn which is an
on‐call fluid spill cleanup contractors and have them come over and professionally clean up the spill.
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SPILL PREVENTION PLAN: my plan to prevent spills will be to not pick up the car with forks underneath it, i will NOT
draining fluids on site, I will not allow the vehicle to rest on its side or the roof, I will not stack vehicles on top of one
another.
This concludes my material handling and spill prevention plan.
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